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Dear Friends and Colleagues,
It is our pleasure to share with you a copy of Syracuse University’s Martin J. Whitman
School of Management Spring 2018 Research Magazine. Much has happened at the
school since our last issue, including the arrival of newly appointed dean, Eugene “Gene”
Anderson. Dean Anderson shares his vision on research on p. 2.

Gene Anderson

You’ll also meet our newest research faculty. Plus, learn more about some of our faculty’s
special research projects that are near and dear to their hearts, including how Burak
Kazaz, Steven Becker Professor of Supply Chain Management, got his start researching
supply chain risk in agribusinesses, such as citrus, olive oil and wine.
Our faculty have published many interesting papers, some of which have been cited
widely in mainstream, as well as academic media, including the Harvard Business Review,
Fast Company and Huffington Post.
The Whitman School is well on its way to the next level of research excellence and the
future is bright.

Michel Benaroch
Eugene "Gene" Anderson
Dean

Michel Benaroch
Associate Dean for Research and
Ph.D. Programs
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New Whitman
School Dean Bullish
on Research
Eugene “Gene” Anderson joined Syracuse University as
dean of the Martin J. Whitman School of Management
in 2017. Prior to joining the Whitman School, Anderson
served as dean of the University of Miami School of
Business Administration from 2011 to 2016. Previously,
he was D. Maynard Phelps Professor of Business at the
University of Michigan, serving in a series of leadership
roles including senior associate dean for academic
affairs, associate dean for degree programs and
academic director for the Executive MBA.
Anderson is passionate about student and alumni success; high-impact
research and education; diversity and inclusion; and the potential for
business schools to advance the economic, social and overall health of
communities worldwide. In his administrative roles, he has collaborated
with faculty and staff to launch more than 20 new degree programs – a
majority of which are interdisciplinary or online/hybrid; revised existing
programs to be more global, experiential and relevant; and significantly
enhanced enrollments, diversity, placement, research support,
fundraising, revenue and rankings.
His research on customer satisfaction and business performance has
been published in all four premier academic marketing journals and he
has served on their respective editorial boards. In a recent study, three of
his papers ranked among the Top 50 most impactful articles on research
and practice. One is the second most cited article in Marketing Science.
Overall, his work has received more than 4,000 SSCI citations and
30,000 Google Scholar citations.
Anderson earned a doctorate from the University of Chicago and
master’s and bachelor’s degrees from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
Anderson shared his insights about research at the school and his vision
and mission going forward.

Q. What is your vision for research at the
Whitman School?
A. Research and the intellectual capital that it generates is the
foundation of our community and all that we do. That’s why
our community has developed a vision that places high-impact
research that advances business and society at its very center.

Q. What milestones will the Whitman School
need to reach on the path to your vision?
A. The strategic plan that we have developed together as a
school calls for building a critical mass of excellent faculty in
core disciplines and developing a robust portfolio of research
centers aligned with our vision, mission and strengths. So,
it’s really about attracting additional outstanding faculty and
significant external support for their research programs.

Q. Why is research important to the
Whitman School?
A. On our best days, innovative ideas and insights from
faculty and student research help us to achieve our mission
to develop analytics-driven, globally-minded, innovative
and entrepreneurial leaders and professionals. By focusing
on areas in which we can excel and that benefit student
learning, we can be thought leaders when it comes to the
future of business and business education. Another important
advantage of strong research is that it builds intellectual
capital. Intellectual capital is essential to creating a learning
community that is dynamic, adaptive and resilient. It helps
make us a place that others want to join and that the world
looks to for knowledge and expertise.

Q. What does it take to nurture and enhance the
quality and culture of research work?
A. Job one is to create and maintain the conditions that enable
faculty to pursue high impact research. The dean has to
garner and make available the resources faculty need to be
successful, promote a research environment that’s engaging
and supportive, and advance the case for research to all
stakeholders. The dean also needs to work with everyone to
ensure that the school has the kind of collaborative, inclusive
and innovative culture that’s essential for faculty to do their
best work.

Q. What investments are important to
supporting and enabling strong research?
A. We are already implementing our strategic plan and investing
in strong research. We have dramatically increased the level of
professional funds and summer research support available to
faculty. We’ll soon be rolling out a grant program to support
faculty in areas that align with our vision, mission and priorities.
In addition, the school would like to add new faculty through
the University’s Invest Syracuse initiative that seeks to add 100
additional faculty across campus by 2023. These investments
have us poised to go from great to outstanding in a relatively
short period. It’s a great time to be at the Whitman School!
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Institutional Research News

Workshop on Information Intensive Services Focuses on Impacts
of U.S. Government Policies on Trade Agreements and Immigration
trade agreements, tariffs and immigration policies
has affected the planning and operations of diverse
organizations with a significant stake in international
trade, as well as what steps those organizations
are taking, or should be taking, to deal with that
uncertainty.
In addition to the panel discussion, supply chain
researchers gave research presentations on various
operations and supply chain topics, including vaccine
supply chain, pricing under exchange-rate uncertainty,
after-sales service support for auto dealerships and
customer marketing issues.
Bringing together the region’s academics and practitioners to
discuss the current challenges and opportunities in professional
and other information intensive services, the 6th Biennial
Workshop on Information Intensive Services held Sept. 22,
2017, featured a panel discussion, “Managing the Uncertainty
Surrounding U.S. Trade Agreements and Immigration Policies.”
The panel explored how the uncertainty associated with existing

Fred Easton, professor of supply chain management
at the Whitman School, and Vera Tilson, from the Simon School of
Business at the University of Rochester organized the workshop
with Whitman’s R.H. Brethen Operations Management Institute
and the Center for Information Intensive Services (Simon School,
University of Rochester) as sponsors.

Entrepreneurship Conference Brings Together
Leading Scholars from Top Universities
The Entrepreneurship and Emerging Enterprises department
hosted the Great Lakes Entrepreneurship Network (GLEN) event
May 18-20, 2017.
Founded at Western University’s Ivey School in 2011, and
subsequently held at Ohio State (2013) and Indiana University
(2015), this three-day event brings together a solid network of
schools, scholars and Ph.D. students.
This year’s faculty and Ph.D. student presenters came from the
Whitman School, Indiana University (Kelley School), University
of Minnesota (Carlson), York University (Schulich), Western
University (Ivey) and the University of Illinois-Chicago. Great
attention is given to Ph.D. student presentations with the aim of
ensuring that doctoral students get developmental “friendly”
feedback on their research from top scholars.
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68th Annual Salzberg Memorial
Lecture Program
prestigious awards in the field
of transportation and supply
chain management—in part
because of the caliber of past
honorees and due to the program’s
rigorous selection process.
The 2017 Salzberg Award recipients included:

The H.H. Franklin Center for Supply Chain Management hosted
its annual Salzberg Memorial Lecture Program Oct. 19, 2017.
Established in 1949, the annual Salzberg event is a central
component of Whitman’s Franklin Center. During the event,
industry executives from leading corporations share insights
into trends, advancements and innovation in the fields of SCM,
transportation and logistics. Michael Dominy, vice president of
research at Gartner, gave the keynote address on how supply
chains must adapt to a new digital world.
A highlight of the event is the awarding of Salzberg Medallions.
The Salzberg Medallion is acknowledged as one of the most

Dr. Christopher Tang
Christopher Tang received the award for the impact his
research has on the field of supply chain management. Tang is a
distinguished professor at the Anderson School of Management,
UCLA. Tang spoke about the role supply chain plays in social
responsibility and the importance that information transparency
can have in areas such as agricultural productivity.
Google
Paul Charrette, senior director of operations, accepted the award
on behalf of the company. Charrette’s presentation offered insight
into Google’s unique supply chain.
Mick Mountz
Mountz is the founder of Kiva Systems, Inc. Mountz talked about
the founding of Kiva which later became the basis for a new
division of Amazon, Amazon Robotics.

Other Events
On Oct. 13 the Fetner Sustainable Enterprise Fellowship
Award program awarded Chris Zinkham the 2017 Fetner
Fellowship. Professor Zinkham delivered a research presentation,
“Green gold in forest-based ecosystem services and products:
Research opportunities and challenges.”

The Marketing Department hosted the 2017 BBCRST
Conference May 5, 2017. Participants came from business
schools around the region, including Binghamton University,
SUNY Buffalo, Cornell University, the University of Rochester and
the University of Toronto.

The Supply Chain Management group hosted the Fourth Annual
Continuous Improvement Conference Mar. 23-24, 2017. Held
jointly with the University of South Carolina, the 2017 conference
theme was “Achieving Supply Chain Excellence through
Continuous Improvement.” Pat Penfield, assistant professor of
supply chain practice, coordinated the conference. The Central
New York APICS chapter and R.H. Brethen Institute of Operations
sponsored the conference.

Whitman School of Management
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Honors, Awards and Recognition
Susan Albring, associate professor of accounting, has joined the
editorial board of Advances in Accounting.
Alejandro Amezcua, assistant professor of entrepreneurship, and
Kira Reed, associate professor of management, received a $50,000
grant from the Kauffman Foundation to study connectivity within
entrepreneurial ecosystems in Syracuse, New York and Baltimore,
Maryland (with Lecy, J., Saltz, J. and Ratinho, T.). Amezcua (with
Pandey, S.) also won the John Jack Award from the USASBE Annual
Conference for the best paper on entrepreneurship by women or
minorities or under conditions of adversity.
Ravi Dharwadkar, chair and professor of management, was
named among the Top 40 Undergrad Professors by Poets &
Quants for Undergrads. He also coordinated a Professional
Development Workshop at the 2017 Academy of Management
Meeting (with David, P.), “Integrating accounting with strategy
scholarship: Opportunities for fruitful cross-fertilization.”
Fred Easton, professor of supply chain management, and
Gary La Point, assistant professor of supply chain practice, had
their paper chosen as finalist at the Franz Edelman 2017 Award
(and as semi-finalist at the Edelman 2016 Award), a prestigious
award recognizing academic papers that have the potential for a
significant impact on practice.
Erasmo Giambona, the Falcone Chair in Real Estate and associate
professor of finance, served on the Conference Scientific
Committee for the 2018 AREUEA-Allied Social Sciences
Associations in January. He was also named a Fellow of The Risk
Institute at Ohio State University, supporting his ongoing research
on the “Effects of supply frictions on corporate risk management.”
In addition, his paper, “Stiffing the creditor: The effect of asset
verifiability on bankruptcy,” was featured in the Harvard Law
School Forum on Financial Regulation.
J. Michael Haynie, Syracuse University’s vice chancellor for strategic
initiatives and innovation and member of the entrepreneurship
department, and Alex McKelvie, chair and associate professor of
entrepreneurship, are two of 39 thought leaders selected to serve
on the 2017 CNBC Disruptor 50 Advisory Council.
Burak Kazaz, Steven Becker Professor of Supply Chain
Management and Meredith Professor of Teaching Excellence,
(with Webster, S. and Yadav, P.) received the Wickham Skinner
Best Paper Prize in May 2017, the highest research honor awarded
by the Production and Operations Management Society, for
their 2016 paper “Interventions for an Artemisinin-based malaria
medicine supply chain.” Kazaz also had two of his recent research
articles included in INFORMS Editor’s Cut, a selective collection
of articles from all INFORMS journals.
Alex McKelvie, chair and associate professor of entrepreneurship,
was appointed associate editor at Entrepreneurship Theory and
Practice. He also co-directed the ENT doctoral consortium (with
6
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Wennberg, K.) and co-coordinated a Professional Development
Workshop at the Entrepreneurship Division of the 2017 Academy
of Management Meeting.
Maria Minniti, Bantle Chair in Entrepreneurship and Public
Policy, held the Writing Workshop and Research Bootcamp for the
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Project in Seoul, South Korea
in February. She also participated in the “State of Opportunity in
America” summit in Washington, D.C., organized by the Center for
Advancing Opportunity, Feb. 5-6.
Todd Moss, assistant professor of entrepreneurship, received
the G. Dale Meyer Best Paper Award at the Babson College
Entrepreneurship Research Conference (BCERC) for the Most
Relevant Research paper in Social Entrepreneurship, titled “Gender
and institutions in prosocial crowdfunding” (with Maija, R. and Moriah,
M.). In addition, he (with Pierre, K. ’17 Ph.D., and Lumpkin, T.), won
the 2017 BCERC’s Oregon State University Best Paper Award on
Ethics in Entrepreneurship, for their paper, “On the emergence of
institutional entrepreneurship to address climate change.”
Patrick Penfield, assistant professor of supply chain practice, was
awarded a grant from Syracuse University’s Sustainable Enterprise
Partnership (SEP) to research green building construction, for a
study, “What is impeding the development and adoption of Cross
Laminated Timber (CLT) construction methods in the United
States?” (with Germain, R.).
Raja Velu, professor of managerial statistics, served on the
Program Committee for Applications of Matrix Computational
Methods in the Analysis of “Modern Data” Workshop, at the
International Conference on Computational Science (ICCS2017),
held in Zürich, Switzerland, June 2017.
Padmal Vitharana, associate professor of MIS, served on the
program committee of the Workshop on Information Technologies
and Systems (WITS), held in December 2017 in Seoul, South
Korea. He also completed his two-year term as associate editor at
IEEE Transactions on Services Computing in January.
Lynne Vincent, assistant professor of management, has been
appointed director of interdisciplinary collaborations for
PARADIM (Platform for the Accelerated Realization, Analysis and
Discovery of Interface Materials). Professor Vincent facilitates
collaborations among new material discovery scientists from
Cornell, Clark Atlanta, Johns Hopkins and Princeton Universities
by teaching them collaboration and teamwork skills.
Johan Wiklund, the Al Berg Chair in Entrepreneurship, was
keynote speaker at the following conferences: 2017 Research in
Entrepreneurship and Small Business Conference (RENT), Nov.
15-16, 2017, in Toledo, Spain, the 2017 Annual Conference of
the International Family Enterprise Research Academy (IFERA),
June 28-July 1, 2017, in Zadar, Croatia, and the 2018 Australian
Centre for Entrepreneurship Research Exchange Feb. 6–9 at the
University of Queensland in St. Lucia, Australia.

Whitman Welcomes New Faculty

Joel Carnevale is assistant
professor of management
whose research interests center
on employee ethicality and
prosocial behavior, including
within a leadership context. He
also researches neuroimaging
technology (e.g. fMRI) as it
applies to ethical decision-making
and prosocial behavior. He
earned a B.S. in economics and
MBA from Radford University
in Radford, Virginia, and a Ph.D.
in management, focused on
organizational studies, strategy
and change from the Raymond
J. Harbert College of Business at
Auburn University.

Rong Li is assistant professor
of supply chain management.
With research interests
focused on the interface of
finance, operations and risk
management, her educational
background includes significant
experience in engineering
and mathematics. She earned
a certificate in applied
management principles from
the Krannert Graduate School
of Management at Purdue
University and an M.S. and
Ph.D. in industrial engineering,
also from Purdue University.

Cameron Miller is assistant
professor of management.
His research interests include
technology strategy and
innovation, competitive strategy
and evolutionary economics.
Prior to earning his Ph.D. in
business administration from
the University of Minnesota’s
Carlson School of Management,
Professor Miller worked for
Standard & Poor’s in New
York City, as a director in the
global fixed income research
department. He earned an
M.A. in economics from the
University at Albany, State
University of New York.

David Park is assistant
professor of entrepreneurship
whose research interests
center on strategy and
entrepreneurship, as well
as new venture finance. He
earned his bachelor’s degree in
business administration from the
University of Seoul and master
of science degree in international
business from the College of
Business Administration at Seoul
National University in Korea,
as well as a Ph.D. in strategy
and entrepreneurship from the
Foster School of Business at the
University of Washington.

Promotions

Fatma Sonmez-Leopold is an
assistant teaching professor of
finance. She earned a B.S. in
mathematics from Hacettepe
University in Ankara-Turkey
and two M.S. degrees in
Mathematics and Engineering
Management/Industrial
Engineering from Middle East
Technical University in AnkaraTurkey. With a Ph.D. in finance
from the University of Toronto,
she most recently was an
assistant professor of finance at
the Smith School of Business at
Queen’s University in Kingston,
Ontario, Canada.

Guiyang Xiong is assistant
professor of marketing. He
comes to the Whitman School
from the University of Georgia
where he has served as assistant
professor of marketing since
2010. His research interests
include advertising, new product
innovation and management,
marketing’s impact on shareholder
value, social media and wordof-mouth, social networks
and empirical modeling. He
earned his bachelor of business
administration from Fudan
University and a Ph.D. in business
from Emory University.

Liangbin Yang is assistant
professor of marketing whose
research interests include group
decisions and social influence
and online and digital marketing.
Her methodologies include
applied econometrics and
machine learning. She earned
an M.S. in information science
from Peking University in Beijing,
China, as well as a master of
science degrees in statistics,
measurement, assessment and
research technology. She also
has a Ph.D. in marketing from
the University of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton School.

Craig Nichols has been
promoted to associate professor
of accounting and granted tenure.

Scott Fay has been promoted to
professor of marketing.

Whitman School of Management
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Featured Research

For Entrepreneurs Who Start Later
In Life, It’s Not About The Money
Maria Minniti, “Starting a business can increase older workers’ quality of life (even when it doesn’t pay
well” (with Kautonen, T. and Kibler, E.), Journal of Business Venturing, forthcoming, and Harvard
Business Review, 2017.
Maria Minniti is the Bantle
Chair in Entrepreneurship and
Public Policy and director of the
Institute for an Entrepreneurial
Society. Her primary research
interests include entrepreneurship
and economic growth,
institutions, government and
organizational emergence.

T

raditionally, young
men have led the way
when it comes to new
small business startups, but new research
suggests an increase in
entrepreneurship among
those at or nearing
retirement age. In “Latecareer entrepreneurship,
income and quality of life,” Maria Minniti, Bantle Chair in
Entrepreneurship and Public Policy, and her co-authors, Teemu
Kautonen (Aalto University, Finland) and Ewald Kibler (Aalto
University, Finland), find that despite the fact that it may not
be financially lucrative, people in late stages of their careers are
leaving their high-paying, established jobs and starting their
own businesses.
This finding drew the attention of Harvard Business Review,
which published an article on this study in September 2017.
“Our main finding surprised us,” said Professor Minniti. “We
assumed that those people who were well-employed would
remain so until they retired but that’s not what we found.
They were making the spontaneous, often risky, choice to
leave their careers and start their own companies, even if it
meant losing money.”
The study used data from the English Longitudinal Study on
Ageing, a long-term collaborative research effort coordinated
by University College London, and funded by the National
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Institute on Aging and
the government of
the United Kingdom,
however Professor
Minniti believes the
findings are applicable
to the United States,
as well, where the socalled “Baby Boomer”
generation, which
includes 76 million
people (AARP), is at or
nearing retirement age.

“

They were making
the spontaneous,
often risky,
choice to leave
their careers and
start their own
companies, even
if it meant losing

“Our findings show
money.”
that people who are
employed full-time in
stable positions with
good salaries are willing to give that up in exchange for a higher
quality of life,” said Professor Minniti. “We live longer and,
therefore, have more time to do the things we love. It turns out
for many, the things they love are not limited to golf and bridge!”
Professor Minniti said these results are significant in terms of
the economic and social impact late-life entrepreneurs have.
For example, when people are more active, it’s good for them
and for society. What’s more, in countries where it’s challenging
to provide benefits for the high population of elderly, this
phenomenon would help. Entrepreneurs would be selfsufficient and in many cases insured, reducing their burden.

Making Life Better for Farmers, Agribusinesses and Consumers
Reflections on Research by Burak Kazaz, Steven Becker Professor of Supply Chain Management

I

was born into a family of
olive growers in a beautiful
Aegean Sea town in Turkey; I
know firsthand how weather
and diseases can determine
the success or demise
of olive growers and oil
producers. Thus, through my
supply chain management
research, I do what I can
to support farmers and
agribusinesses.

I experienced the devastation weather can cause in Florida when
four major hurricanes hit the state in a span of two summers. I
witnessed orange growers – friends from local markets – lose
absolutely everything. This dramatic event inspired me to
develop strategies that would help farmers and agribusinesses
mitigate the risks that can come with an unstable environment.
In addition, I have expanded my research to the wine and olive
oil industries. For olive growers, I discovered a way for farmers
to focus on increasing the quality of their crops and created an
insurance program that would cover any potential losses. Prior to
this new method, farmers did not make significant investments
in quality improvement because they had no incentive; they
were paid the same amount of money. The new payment scheme
based on the derived oil quality encourages famers to put their
efforts into producing quality olives without worrying about
potential losses.
In the wine industry, I help winemakers and distributors. Fine
wine goes through a long aging process and winemakers have
their cash tied up in juice that is sitting in barrels for at least 18 to
24 months. Only after bottling and retailing, the winemaker can
start receiving any returns on that long investment. On top of
that, wine tasting experts might provide a not-so-glowing review,
making it even a riskier long wait. I am helping winemakers sell
their product early, a year before it is bottled, in the form of wine
futures, much like they do in Bordeaux, France. Following on the
success of this study, I next helped wine distributors in creating a
portfolio that features both bottled wine and wine futures. These
two studies combined spurred a debate in a Wine Spectator

article about whether the United States should organize a wine
futures market, and both were recently acknowledged among the
most influential 14 publications that appeared in all the journals
published by our academic society, INFORMS.

“

I have also developed
similar risk mitigation
...I am a farmer
techniques for the
challenges in humanitarian
of the heart.”
and socially-responsible
– Rumi
supply chains. One work
was awarded the 2017
Wickham Skinner Prize,
the most prestigious award in the supply chain profession.
In this study, we examined the challenges in the production
and distribution of malaria medicine. The research found that
farmers needed subsidies for fertilizers so they could stabilize
crop yields. Stable crops meant stable prices, and that meant
eradicating price fluctuations in malaria medicine.
One man cannot accomplish it all, and so I must acknowledge
that the abovementioned projects were accomplished in
conjunction with our young, bright and talented doctoral
students. I am privileged to work with such outstanding
colleagues. It is absolutely a joy to see their passion and
professional work translate to beneficial outcomes for farmers
and agribusinesses, and to successful academic careers.
In 2016, we were the recipients of the best paper award from
the Production Operations Management Society’s College
of Humanitarian Operations and Crisis Management. Our
work discovered how to truly provide a rapid response of
humanitarian aid without needing to raise additional funds from
donor organizations at the event of an outbreak. Humanitarian
organizations can use our findings to determine the funds
needed upfront for emergency shipments.
We still have many challenges in this industry. The topic of food
safety and security is becoming critical in the U.S. and around
the world. I will continue with the same mission, and each time
we make an impact, life is better for all of us, including farmers,
agribusinesses and consumers.

Whitman School of Management
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Featured Research

ADHD Is a Positive When It
Comes To Entrepreneurship
Johan Wiklund, “ADHD, impulsivity and entrepreneurship” (with Tucker, R. and Marino, L.), Journal of
Business Venturing, 2017.

R

ecently,
entrepreneurship
scholars have started
to show interest in how
“negative” traits associated
with mental disorders
such as ADHD may have
positive implications
in entrepreneurship.
While this research
has the potential of
producing important and
counterintuitive results, it
is still in its infancy and the
causal mechanisms that
drive those individuals to be
attracted to entrepreneurship have received limited attention.

Johan Wiklund is the Al Berg
Chair and professor of
entrepreneurship. His research
interests include
entrepreneurship and mental
health as well as the
performance, growth, exit and
failure of entrepreneurial firms.
He is considered a leading
authority in entrepreneurship
research with over 50 articles
appearing in leading
entrepreneurship and
management journals. He is
editor for Entrepreneurship
Theory and Practice.

Consequently, this study draws on the person-environment fit
literature and proposes that individuals are attracted to, and
engage in, entrepreneurship because the task environment of
entrepreneurship, which favors speed of action, is aligned with the
traits of those individuals.
The researchers develop and test a model which suggests that
ADHD influences entrepreneurship through the multifaceted
trait of impulsivity. They find that inattention is negatively, while
hyperactivity is positively associated with success among those
pursuing entrepreneurial paths. The study also finds that sensation
seeking and lack of premeditation generally are positive traits
when it comes to entrepreneurship, whereas urgency is a negative
trait. Taken together, these findings suggest complex, multifaceted
implications of ADHD and impulsivity in entrepreneurship.
Theoretical implications of these findings are discussed.

10
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Overall, this research
suggests that ADHD
traits, normally thought
to be negative, may
actually be positive in the
entrepreneurship context.
This paper is part of
a larger collection of
groundbreaking research
by Johan Wiklund, Al Berg
Chair and professor of
entrepreneurship, and his
colleagues.

“

While people

with ADHD make
up five percent
of the general
population, the
percentage is
higher in the
entrepreneurship
population.”

“While there’s long been
anecdotal evidence that
entrepreneurs often have
ADHD, the evidence to back it up has been almost non-existent,”
said Professor Wiklund. “While people with ADHD make up five
percent of the general population, the percentage is higher in the
entrepreneurship population.”
Those with ADHD are able to think on their feet more, according
to Professor Wiklund. As flexible thinking becomes more of
an advantage in today’s workplace and society, those who are
comfortable on the fly can be very successful, according to
Professor Wiklund.
During the spring 2018 semester, Professor Wiklund is continuing
his research on mental health and entrepreneurship as the
inaugural RMIT Fulbright Distinguished Chair in Entrepreneurship
and Innovation at the RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia.

The Economic Consequences
of Perk Disclosure
David Weinbaum, “The economic consequences of perk disclosure” (with Grinstein, Y. and Yehuda, N.),
Contemporary Accounting Research, forthcoming.

I

n December 2006, the SEC issued new rules requiring enhanced
disclosure, by public U.S. firms, of perquisites (perks) granted
to their executives. David Weinbaum, associate professor of
finance, and his co-authors studied how this change in disclosure
regulation affected perk awards. Because the new rules were
implemented quickly, the perks disclosed for 2006 reflect the
arrangements firms made under prior disclosure rules: firms could
not revise perks to reflect the new rules until 2007. This allowed
the researchers to use the year the regulation went into effect as a
benchmark year in which firms disclose perks that have not been
adjusted as a result of the regulation.

“

This study identifies
two main economic
...while people
mechanisms through
which disclosure
generally think
regulation affects perk
that more
award practices: changes
in the cost of disclosure
disclosure and
and enhanced monitoring
transparency are
of executive pay. The first
mechanism—changes in
always better,
the cost of disclosure—
this paper shows
encompasses both
increases and decreases
that this is not
in cost. The 2006 rule
necessarily the
change likely imposes
costs on firms that
case...”
disclose for the first time
as well as their CEOs. In
firms that were already reporting perks, however, the disclosure
regulation may reduce the cost of disclosure because the increased
visibility of perk awards improves investors’ and third parties’
knowledge of the entire distribution of perks awarded.
The second main mechanism through which disclosure regulation
affects perk award practices is enhanced monitoring of executive
pay. If the rules lead to increased transparency and greater
investor scrutiny, this should allow for better monitoring.

For firms that disclosed for the
first time in 2006, the study
found that perks decreased
in 2007, reflecting both the
costs of increased disclosure
and enhanced monitoring.
This decrease in perks is
offset by higher levels of nonperk (i.e., cash) compensation,
however. In other words,
some corporations began to
substitute cash for perks to
avoid disclosure.

David Weinbaum is associate
professor of finance whose
research interests are in
empirical asset pricing and
derivatives. He has published in
several leading journals in
finance and economics and his
research has been cited in major
news outlets including the
Financial Times, U.S. News &
World Report and the Wall
Street Journal.

This study also found that the effect of perk disclosure by formerly
non-disclosing firms in 2006 led to higher perks in 2007 for firms
that were disclosing perks prior to the rule change: corporations
that had already been disclosing perks before the new rules went
into effect actually increase perk awards after the rule change.
Warren Buffett alluded to a similar dynamic during a recent
interview. “There is this ratcheting up and ironically the proxy
rules have made it worse because the proxy rules have been a
guideline to every CEO as to what the other guy is getting. Envy
is a huge factor.”
Consistent with this, Professor Weinbaum and his co-authors
found that firms that awarded perks that were lower than their
peers’ in 2006 increased their awards in 2007. In contrast, firms
that awarded perks that were higher than their peers’ in 2006
made no significant change in 2007.
The new rules therefore had the consequence of actually
increasing perk awards in some firms. More broadly, while people
generally think that more disclosure and transparency are always
better, this paper shows that this is not necessarily the case when it
comes to executive compensation: mandating disclosure is costly
and can have unintended consequences.
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Featured Research

Make Meaning and the Money
Will Follow
Todd Moss, “Funding the story of hybrid ventures: Crowdfunder lending preferences and linguistic
hybridity” (with Renko-Dolan, M., Block, E. and Meyskens, M.), Journal of Business Venturing, forthcoming.

Todd Moss is an assistant
professor of entrepreneurship
whose research interests focus
on the intersections of
entrepreneurship, innovation
and social responsibility. His
most recent work addresses
crowdfunding and the various
types of value creation pursued
by micro enterprises.

N

ew entrepreneurship
research finds that
when microenterprises
describe their online
ventures specifically as
social or economic, they
receive funding more
quickly than if they use
both themes in their
descriptions. Additionally,
emphasizing social themes
has a larger impact than emphasizing economic themes. This is a
significant finding in that it helps to explain why some ventures
get funded more quickly than others.
“How you sell your venture is critically important to how
crowdfunders perceive your business and thus, how quickly they
decide to support it,” explained Todd Moss, assistant professor of
entrepreneurship, the study’s lead author. “Crowdfunders strongly
prefer singular messaging about either social or economic benefits
to a balance of both. This is true even if they expect a combination
of both in an online venture.”
Professor Moss and his coauthors, Maija Renko (University
of Illinois-Chicago), Emily Block (University of Alberta) and
Moriah Meyskens (University of San Diego), used software
developed for the psychology field to quantify the features
of over 83,000 microenterprise descriptions, spanning 15
industries and 60 nations.
“The data showed that ventures emphasizing social themes are
funded much more quickly and microenterprises are increasing
their emphasis on social themes over time, suggesting they may
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be learning how to best
present themselves
online to maximize their
funding potential,” said
Professor Moss.
“Social and environmental
themes resonated most
with potential funders,
including words, such
as ‘family,’ ‘support’
and ‘happiness,’”
said Professor Moss.
“What also caught
funders’ attention were
descriptions that showed
the good their ventures
would do.”

“

Social and
environmental
themes resonated
most with
potential funders,
including words,
such as ‘family,’
‘support’ and
‘happiness.’”

He added that many of the key words that emerged were
emotional or soft, such as care, concern, well-being, humanity
and peace.
Prosocial crowdfunding platforms are commonplace now and
pervasive as a way for microenterprises to access capital for their
ventures. Kiva, the platform used in this study, has enabled over
1.6 million individuals to lend over $1 billion to over 2.6 million
microenterprises in 83 countries.
“In our view, Kiva’s significant impact implores us to continue
to understand and research prosocial crowdfunding to better
understand the phenomenon and its impact on entrepreneurship
globally,” said Professor Moss.

Renewing Interest in Resource Allocation and Strategy
Reflections on the Development of Journal of Management Special Issue

A

llocation of
organizational
resources is a core activity of
managers and a fundamental
aspect of firms’ strategies.
So, it is surprising that
there is not a larger body
of scholarly research in
management focused on the
allocation of the financial,
physical, technological
and human resources that
support strategies. A recently published special issue of the
Journal of Management on “Resource Allocation and Strategy,”
guest-edited by Catherine Maritan, associate professor of
management, and Gwendolyn Lee from the University of Florida,
set out to change that.
“There are some classic studies of the resource allocation
process, but much of that work was conducted decades ago.
More recently, many strategy and management researchers have
tended to examine only specific aspects of resource allocation
in the course of studying other topics such as innovation
management, decision making or market entry. Because the
purpose of that work is to understand other phenomena, it
does not necessarily help us to better understand how to more
effectively manage resource allocation decisions and outcomes,”
said Professor Maritan. “Our goal for this special issue was to
generate renewed interest in resource allocation as a focal topic
of strategic management research by highlighting some of the
current work that is being done and offering directions for future
research so that as a field, strategy scholars are able to develop
insights to help guide managers with this critical, complex
activity.”
There are well-established economic and financial models for
evaluating investment projects and allocating capital across
divisions of multi-business firms. But, the realities of managing
resource allocation in a firm go beyond what is captured by
those types of models. Resource allocation is complex. It
involves multiple activities, conducted by managers from across
organizational functions, levels and units. It encompasses
allocation both financial and non-financial resources. It is
affected by behavioral, social and political factors in addition to
economic ones. Further complicating the task is the fact that all

this activity is occurring
in a changing economic
and technological
environment.

“

Our goal for this
special issue was to

generate renewed
The special issue brings
together contributions
interest in resource
from scholars studying a
allocation as a focal
number of organizational
issues affecting resource
topic of strategic
allocation such as the
ability of an organization
management
to learn, the structure
research...”
of the top management
team, managerial
incentives, cognitive
biases, managerial beliefs, and allocation of decision rights.
There are also articles that focus on approaches to solving
particular allocation problems such as dealing with high level
of complexity through the use of heuristics, and recognizing
overinvestment in functional activities, and others that suggest
new ways of examining how resource allocation activities can
contribute to firm performance, competitive advantage and
corporate value creation.
It was important to Professor Maritan that each article in the
issue both advance a theoretical issue and address a practical
aspect of managing resource allocation. “I have been studying
resource allocation since my doctoral dissertation and as a
scholar see the benefits of approaching the topic theoretically
to better understand the drivers of the relationships among
all the moving parts,” she said. “I have also dealt with resource
allocation in practice. I was an engineer and worked on capital
budgeting proposals, seeking corporate approval for plant and
equipment investments. After that, I worked as a corporate
banker and evaluated clients’ plans to allocate funds, people and
other resources to new or expanded operations and businesses.
So, I have seen some of the organizational challenges involved
and the need for concepts and tools to help navigate that
complexity.”
Catherine Maritan is associate professor of management who
studies strategy processes; her research focuses on how firms
build and use capabilities.
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Featured Research

Real Options with Risk-Reducing Mitigations in
Cyber Security Investments
Michel Benaroch, “Real options models for proactive uncertainty-reducing mitigations and applications
in cybersecurity investment decision-making” Information Systems Research, forthcoming.

M
Michel Benaroch is associate
dean for research and Ph.D.
programs and professor of MIS.
His research addresses issues
concerning the economics of IT
investment risk, operational IT
risk, ontology-centered
knowledge representation, and
artificial intelligence applications
in finance.

anagerial flexibility,
or real options,
embedded in IT investments
is valuable because it allows
resolving uncertainty.
Classic real options models
represent uncertainty
using a fixed distribution of
investment outcomes and,
therefore, value only the
flexibility to wait passively
for new information to
arrive before making the
investment. The flexibility
to wait essentially truncates

part of the bad tail of the distribution.
“This study presents models that also value the flexibility to deploy
proactively mitigations that reduce uncertainty by favorably altering
the distribution of investment outcomes,” said Professor Benaroch.

In these models, one can apply different sequences of zero or more
uncertainty-reducing mitigations whose impacts on uncertainty can
be complementary, substitutive or synergetic. Under this setting, the
value of a mitigation is conditional on the uncertainty resolved by
earlier deployed mitigations.
The study’s models are ideal for cybersecurity investments, as
illustrated using a real-world investment case from a Japanese
insurance company. Firms face an annual loss expectancy
(ALE) distribution, which is a function of the frequency of cyber
incidents and the loss magnitude per incident. Cybersecurity
solutions (mitigations) alter favorably the ALE distribution by
lowering the frequency and/or loss magnitude. Existing models of
multi-solution investments assume that the impacts of solutions
are independent of one another, something that leads to overinvestment in cybersecurity. By contrast, the study’s models
consider the interaction effects of solutions with the intention of
lowering cybersecurity investment costs without compromising on
loss-prevention potential.

Are Creative Crimes Judged Harsher Than Other
Unethical Behaviors?
Lynne Vincent, “Creativity in unethical behavior attenuates condemnation and breeds social contagion
when transgressions seem to create little harm" (with Wiltermut, S. and Gino, F.), Organizational
Behavior and Human Decision Processes, forthcoming.

N

ot all crimes are
judged morally equal.
In fact, when it comes to
committing a crime, a study
by Lynne Vincent, assistant
professor of management,
Lynne Vincent is an assistant
Scott S. Wiltermuth
professor of management whose
(University of Southern
research examines the moral and
California) and Francesca
social implications of creativity.
Gino (Harvard University)
found that creative crimes may be judged lightly compared to less
creative crimes. The findings are the first to show that the skill
or competency of the misdeed can affect the perception of the
immorality of the behavior.
In a series of six laboratory studies, the researchers tested
participants’ capacity to morally justify and punish a crime, as
14
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well as their willingness to replicate the crime, all based on varying
levels of creativity used and harm accomplished. The study
established that even if transgressions violate the same ethical
principles and create equal harm people are less likely to judge
creative crimes as severely provided the level of harm was low.
“When dishonest behaviors were judged as creative, people
perceived them as being less unethical and suggested less severe
punishments,” said Professor Vincent.
More so, creative crimes may also be praised for ingenuity and
those who view a crime as less unethical may also breed more social
contagion, according to Professor Vincent. Crimes that showed a low
level of harm to others but a high level of creativity were considered
more likely to be replicated, based on the results of the study,

A Top Leader’s Ego Has a Lot to Do with the
Strategic Plan
Guiyang Xiong, “Where does pride lead? Corporate managerial hubris and strategic emphasis” (with Kim,
M. and Kim, K.), Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, forthcoming.

A

new marketing study shows that corporate managerial hubris
is a key driver of strategy in an organization. In fact, a firm’s
strategic focus can be impacted by the leader’s psychological bias
to the point where it even can impact the marketing strategy.
The research explores the drivers of firm strategic emphasis,
which traditionally have been underexplored. By text mining
press releases issued by more than 400 firms across 13 years,
the authors demonstrate that high corporate managerial hubris
predicts low strategy emphasis on advertising as it relates to
research and development.
“Such strategic emphasis is reflected in firm spending and resource
allocation, particularly when it comes to marketing decisions,
leading to over- or under-investment in different functional areas,
said Professor Xiong.
“The study found that the tendency for hubristic managers to
spend more on R&D over marketing is dependent on the type

of firm and industry, as
well.” For instance, hubristic
managers’ tendency to overinvest in R&D is particularly
strong in less mature firms,
but can be weakened in
Guiyang Xiong is an assistant
firms with strong corporate
professor of marketing whose
governance. The findings
research interests include
advertising, new product
suggest ways to mitigate the
innovation and management, the
imbalance to maximize firm
impact of marketing on
financial performance, such
shareholder value, social media
as implementing stronger
and word-of-mouth, social
mechanisms for shareholders
networks and empirical modeling.
to monitor and control
managers and employing
psychological assessment and coaching in the recruitment and
training of executives.

The Influential Role of Blockholders in Acquisitions
Ravi Dharwadkar, “The governance transfer of blockholders: Evidence from block acquisitions and
earnings management around the world” (with Dai, L. and Zhang, B.), Journal of Corporate Finance, 45:
586-607, 2017.

B

oth theory and research suggest that large owners, such as
corporate acquirers, play a critical role in monitoring and
governance, often wielding influence over corporate strategy and
governance.
This study examines the governance transfer effect of corporate
blockholders in a sample of 892 block acquisitions across 42
countries from 1990 to 2008. Using earnings management as a
proxy for corporate governance outcome, the authors find that
target firms' earnings management is aligned with that of block
acquirers after acquisitions, implying that blockholders transfer
their own governance quality to investee firms.
“The focus on corporate block acquisitions around the world enables
us to study the monitoring effectiveness of large owners in unique
ways,” explained Professor Dharwadkar. “For example, by virtue of
being a corporate acquirer, we can easily assess how the acquirer’s
policies influence the target's policies. This is quite difficult to assess

when the large owners
are mutual funds, banks,
insurance companies, etc.”
This research is significant
because it points out that
as global mergers and
acquisitions become more
common, CEOs corporate
acquirers must understand
the monitoring implications
of their acquisitions.

Ravi Dharwadkar is chair and
professor of management. His
research interests include
organizational theory and
behavior. He is currently working in
the area of corporate governance.

The findings provide new insights into the influential governance role
of blockholders and suggest new areas of exploration, including the
governance transfer effect on firms’ other operational and strategic
choices, as well as considering the context of monitoring.
Whitman School of Management
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Selected Faculty Publications
Kivanç Avrenli
“A kinematic methodology to optimize
the landing trajectory for the Boeing 737
jet undergoing total loss of thrust” (with
Dempsey, B.J.), Journal of Transportation
Safety and Security, 9(1), 2017, 82-104.

Ravi Dharwadkar
“The governance transfer of blockholders:
Evidence from block acquisitions and
earnings management around the world”
(with Dai, L. and Zhang, B.), Journal of
Corporate Finance, 45: 586-607, 2017.

Natarajan Balasubramanian
“Familial transient financial difficulties
during infancy and long-term developmental
concerns” (with Ramanathan, S. and
Faraone, S.V.), Psychological Medicine,
47(12), 2017, 2197-2204.

Scott Fay
“Why offer lower prices to past customers?
Inducing favorable social price comparisons
to enhance customer retention” (with
Lee, S. ’17 Ph.D.), Quantitative Marketing
and Economics, 15(2), 2017, 123-163.

“Measuring value creation and
appropriation in firms: The VCA model”
(with Lieberman, M.B. and Garcia-Castro,
R.), Strategic Management Journal, 38(6),
2017, 1193-1211.

Erasmo Giambona
“The management of political risk” (with
Graham, J.R. and Harvey, C.R.), Journal of
International Business Studies, 48(4), 2017,
523-533.

Michel Benaroch
“Operational IT failures, IT value
destruction, and board-level IT governance
changes” (with Chernobai, A.), MIS
Quarterly, 41(3), 2017, 729-762.

“Real assets, collateral and the limits of debt
capacity” (with Mello, A.S. and Riddiough,
T.J.), Real Estate Economics, forthcoming.

Markus Broman
“Relative liquidity, fund flows and shortterm demand: Evidence from exchangetraded funds” (with Shum, P.M.), Financial
Review, 53(1):87-115.
Joel Carnevale
“Leading to stimulate employees' ideas:
A quantitative review of leader–member
exchange, employee voice, creativity and
innovative behavior” (with Huang, L., Crede,
M., Harms, P. and Uhl-Bien, M.), Applied
Psychology, 66(4), 2017, 517-552.
Joe Comprix
“Setting Expected Rates of Return on
Pension Plan Assets: New Evidence on the
Influence of Audit Committee Accounting
Experts” (with Guo, J., Zhang, Y. and Zhou,
N.), Research in Accounting Regulation, Vol.
29, No. 2, pp. 159-166.
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Burak Kazaz
“Risk mitigation of production hedging”
(with Park, J.H. and Webster, S.), Production
and Operations Management, 26(7), 2017,
1299-1314.
“Wine analytics: Fine wine pricing and
selection under weather and market
uncertainty (with Hekimoğlu, M.H. ’17
Ph.D. and Webster, S.), Manufacturing and
Service Operations Management, 19(2),
2017, 202-215.
Roger Koppl
“The Law And Big Data” (with Felin, T.,
Devins, C. and Kauffman, S.), Cornell
Journal of Law and Public Policy, 2017.
Eunkyu Lee
“Effect of store brand introduction on
channel price leadership: An empirical
investigation” (with Chung, H. ’08 Ph.D.),
Journal of Retailing, forthcoming.

“Store brand quality and retailer's product
line design” (with Chung, H. ’08 Ph.D.),
Journal of Retailing, forthcoming.
Rong Li
“Coordination in a single-supplier, multiretailer distribution system: Supplierfacilitated transshipments (with Ryan, J.K.
and Zeng, Z.), Production and Operations
Management, 26(5), 2017, 784-801.
Catherine Maritan
“Bringing a resource and capability lens to
resource allocation” (with Lee, G.K.), Journal
of Management, 43(8), 2609-2619.
“Resource allocation and strategy” (with
Lee, G.K.), Journal of Management, 43(8),
2411-2420.
Alexander McKelvie
“Entrepreneurship addiction: Shedding light
on the manifestation of the 'dark side' in
work behavior patterns” (with Spivack, A.),
Academy of Management Perspectives,
forthcoming.
“Externally acquired or internally
generated? Knowledge development and
perceived environmental dynamism in new
venture innovation” (with Wiklund, J. and
Brattström, A.), Entrepreneurship Theory
and Practice, forthcoming.
“Is this the end? Investigating firm and
individual level outcomes post-failure” (with
Jenkins, A.), Journal of Business Venturing
Insights, forthcoming.
Cameron Miller
“Pawn to save a chariot, or drawbridge into
the fort? Firms’ disclosure during standard
setting and complementary technologies
within ecosystems” (with Toh, P.), Strategic
Management Journal, 38(11), 2213-2236.

Maria Minniti
“Enhancing product market access:
Minority entrepreneurship, status
leveraging, and preferential procurement
programs” (with Shelton, L.), Small Business
Economics Journal, forthcoming.
“Managing new technology using malleable
profit functions” (with Arend, R. and
Levesque, M.), IEEE Transactions on
Engineering Management, forthcoming.
Todd Moss
“Blame you, blame me: Exploring attribution
differences and impact in family and nonfamily firms” (with Jayamohan, P. ’16 Ph.D.
and McKelvie, A.), Family Business Review,
forthcoming.
Craig Nichols
“Pricing and mispricing of accounting
fundamentals in the time-series and in
the cross section” (with Wahlen, J.M. and
Wieland, M.M.), Contemporary Accounting
Research, 34(3), 2017, 1378-1417.
Milena Petrova
“The impact of capital expenditures on
property performance in commercial real
estate” (with Ghosh, C.), Journal of Real
Estate Finance and Economics, 55(1), 2017,
106-133.

“On the earnings and price momentum
strategies: Evidence from European real
estate firms” (with Ghosh, C. and Bron,
J.), Journal of Real Estate Finance and
Economics, forthcoming.

Padmal Vitharana
“Defect propagation at the project-level:
results and a post-hoc analysis on inspection
efficiency,” Empirical Software Engineering,
22(1), 2017, 57-79.

Penelope Pooler
“Incremental sampling methodology:
Applications for background screening
assessments” (with Goodrum, P., Crumbling,
D., Stuchal, L. and Roberts, S.), Risk
Analysis, forthcoming.

David Weinbaum
“The economic consequences of perk
disclosure” (with Grinstein, Y. and Yehuda,
N.), Contemporary Accounting Research,
forthcoming.

Alex Thevaranjan
“Impact of audit quality on the components
of executive cash compensation” (with
Fernando, G.D. ’06 Ph.D.), JCC: The Business
and Economics Research Journal, forthcoming.
“Targeting and Salesforce Compensation:
When Sales Spill Over to Unprofitable
Customers” (with Banerjee, S.), Quantitative
Marketing and Economics, forthcoming.
Lynne Vincent
“Creativity in unethical behavior attenuates
condemnation and breeds social contagion
when transgressions seem to create little
harm" (with Wiltermut, S. and Gino, F.),
Organizational Behavior and Human
Decision Processes, forthcoming.

Joseph Warburton
“Mutual fund capital structure,” Marquette
Law Review, Vol. 100, pp. 671-756.
Johan Wiklund
“Gender gaps and reentry into
entrepreneurial ecosystems after business
failure” (with Simmons, S. ’12 Ph.D.), Small
Business Economics, forthcoming.
"Location choices of graduate
entrepreneurs” (with Larsson, J.P.,
Wennberg, K., and Wright, M.), Research
Policy, forthcoming.
“Success, failure, and entrepreneurial
reentry: An experimental assessment of
the veracity of self-efficacy and prospect
theory” (with Hsu, D.K. ’11 Ph.D. and
Cotton, R.D.), Entrepreneurship: Theory
and Practice, 41(1), 2017, 19-47

Selected Books and Monographs
Roger Koppl, Expert Failure (Cambridge Studies in Economics, Choice,
and Society), Cambridge University Press, 2018.
According to the description on Amazon.com, Professor Koppl “develops
a theory of experts and expert failure, and uses a wide range of examples
- from forensic science to fashion - to explain the applications of his
theory, including state regulation of economic activity.”
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Accomplished Faculty

Faculty in the News
Amber Anand’s research, “Do buy-side institutions supply liquidity in bond markets? Evidence from mutual
funds,” was cited in Bloomberg for the article, “Liquidity Bankruptcy and Paperwork,” July 18, 2017.

Tom Barkley was interviewed by Forbes for the article, “Bud Earnings Rise Despite Falling Fortunes for American
Beer,” July 27, 2017. He also was interviewed by CNYCentral, the NBC affiliate in Syracuse, for a story on gas
prices in the wake of Hurricanes Irma and Harvey, Sept. 18, 2017.

Burak Kazaz was interviewed by Financial Times for an article on orange juice futures Feb. 8, 2017. He also was
interviewed by Bloomberg for two separate articles about the Florida orange crop and pricing in the wake of
Hurricane Irma, “Irma Blows Oranges to Ground as Florida May Lose Half Its Fruit,” Sept. 12, 2017, and “Florida
Orange Crop Seen Plunging to 71-Year Low After Irma,” Oct. 12, 2017.

Eunkyu Lee was interviewed by the Christian Science Monitor for the article, “In Swipe at Trump’s Travel Ban,
Starbucks Sells Its Brand of Social Responsibility,” Feb. 8, 2017. He also was interviewed by Forbes for the article,
“How Much is a Brand Really Worth,” July 10, 2017.

Susan Long was quoted in the Chicago Tribune story, “Spike in legal representation for immigrants in Chicago is
attributed to $1 million city fund,”Nov. 10, 2017, and the Madison 365 story, “Report: Feds Wildly Overstating
Impact of Program to Deport Immigrants,” Nov. 17, 2017

Alexander McKelvie authored an article for Thrive Global, “Are You a Workaholic?” Feb. 24, 2017. He also was
interviewed by NBC Online for the story, “As Retail Struggles, Some Malls Are Trying to Give Shoppers a Luxury
‘Experience,’” Aug. 13, 2017.

MaryAnn Monforte was interviewed by U.S. News & World Report for the article, “Should You Use a Credit
Monitoring Service?,” Sept. 21, 2017.
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Patrick Penfield was interviewed by Chain Store Age for the article, “Amazon maintains price advantage on Prime
Day,” July 11, 2017. He also was quoted in an article in Nationen, a Norwegian newspaper, on Amazon’s acquisition
of Whole Foods, Oct. 5, 2017.

John Petosa was interviewed by U.S. News & World Report for the article, “Should You Use Your Retirement
Savings to Start a Business,” June 6, 2017, and “6 Tax Questions to Ask Before You Retire,” July 6, 2017. He also
was quoted in Barron’s story, “10 Beaten-Down Stocks Set to Bounce Back in 2018,” Oct. 31, 2017.

Milena Petrova’s research on 1031 exchanges was cited in The Hill blog on two separate occasions, July 28, 2017
and Aug. 18, 2017.

Breagin Riley was interviewed by the Christian Science Monitor for the article, “Snoopy for sale: Peanuts May Go
on the Auction Block,” Feb. 2, 2017.

Jim Seward was cited by Reuters in the article, “Bunge widens executive takeover payout scheme after Glencore
approach,” Nov. 27, 2017.

John Torrens was quoted in a Forbes story, “Are Online Graduate and Professional Programs a Scam or an
Opportunity?” Oct. 10, 2017, and by Leafly.com for the article, “California Wildfires Threaten Thousands of
Cannabis Farms,” Oct. 10, 2017.

Johan Wiklund was interviewed by Fast Company for the article, “This Scientist is Studying How ADHD Helps
Drive Some Entrepreneurs,” June 29, 2017. He also was interviewed by Peter Shankman’s Faster Than Normal
podcast, Oct. 26, 2017, on the same subject. His research on graduate entrepreneurs remaining in their college
towns to start businesses was highlighted on Spectrum News Aug. 17, 2017, and LocalSyr, the ABC affiliate in
Syracuse, Oct. 9, 2017.
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Ph.D. Student Research News
Third Generation Entrepreneur Heading to National University of Singapore
After earning a master of
finance degree at the Whitman
School, Wei Yu ’18 Ph.D.
decided to stay and follow her
passion for entrepreneurship.
After all, entrepreneurship is in
her blood.
“I come from a family of three
generations of entrepreneurs,”
said Yu. “After serving as
a teaching assistant for
Professor Johan Wiklund
where I had the opportunity
to read and rate MBA students’ business plans, I decided to follow
that passion and research entrepreneurship at Whitman as a
doctoral student.”
Yu is already gaining attention for her work; her research on ADHD
and entrepreneurship, completed with Professor Wiklund, has
been featured in Fast Company, Huffington Post, TIME magazine,
and more.

Yu plans to continue her focus on ADHD, impulsivity and
entrepreneurship as she prepares for her new role at the University
of Singapore. In fact, during spring 2018 she is continuing her
research with Professor Wiklund at the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology in Melbourne, Australia.
She credits Professors Wiklund, Maria Minniti, Bantle Chair
in Entrepreneurship, and Ravi Dharwadkar, professor of
management, for her success as a doctoral student.
“My advisor, Professor Wiklund, asks me the hard questions,
enabling me to think outside the box and to deepen my
understanding of the research process,” said Yu. “Professor
Minniti has sharp views on theory and gives me continued support.
Professor Dharwadkar helped shape my perspectives on writing
and reviewing method papers.”
She added that the opportunities to attend conferences and use
the latest technology helped create many scholarly and career
opportunities.
Yu’s appointment as a tenure-track professor at the National
University of Singapore begins this summer.

Cong Feng ’17 Ph.D. Joins University of Mississippi Marketing Department
For Cong Feng, parental
support for education was one
of the most critical factors in
his choice to pursue a doctoral
degree. Feng, who is from
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China,
said that his parents have been
unwavering champions of his
educational opportunities and
have exemplified the value
of hard work. In particular,
Feng’s father demonstrated the
importance of perseverance
and dedication, earning a
bachelor’s degree in his 40s.
“They always challenged and encouraged me to try new things and
make my own experience,” said Feng. “I learned early on that if you
want something, you must work hard to earn it.”
20
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When Feng was applying to Ph.D. programs, he found that the
combination of a customized curriculum and the wealth of research
opportunities offered at Whitman was a perfect match for his
interests. Feng’s research is focused on empirical modeling of
marketing strategy issues. Recently, he has become especially
interested in using machine learning techniques to analyze
marketing problems.
“I aim to conduct research that can help marketing managers make
better decisions, and to find out the financial implications of various
marketing activities,” said Feng.
Specifically, he added, he’s curious about how certain marketing
efforts can contribute to a company’s bottom line. His current work
includes projects related to marketing information disclosure.
Feng’s Whitman experience, and successful placement at the
University of Mississippi, was positively influenced by numerous
faculty members, who he described as approachable and always
willing to share their research experience and insights.

Selected Ph.D. Journal Publications
Yongbum Choi, Ph.D. student in marketing, “Value relevance of
customer equity beyond financial statements: evidence from mobile
telecom industry” (with Lee, J., Yoo, S. and Yoo, Y.K.), Asia-Pacific
Journal of Accounting and Economics, 2017, 1-20.

Seung Hwan Lee ’17 Ph.D., “Why offer lower prices to past
customers? Inducing favorable social price comparisons to enhance
customer retention” (with Fay, S.), Quantitative Marketing and
Economics, 15(2), 2017, 123-163.

Mert Hakan Hekimoğlu ’17 Ph.D., “Wine analytics: Fine wine
pricing and selection under weather and market uncertainty” (with
Kazaz, B. and Webster, S.), Manufacturing and Service Operations
Management, 19(2), 2017, 202-215.

Wei Yu ’18, Ph.D. student in entrepreneurship, “ADHD, impulsivity
and entrepreneurship” (with Wiklund, J., Tucker, R., Marino, L.D.),
Journal of Business Venturing, 32(6), 2017, 627-656.

Parvathi Jayamohan ’16 Ph.D., “Blame you, blame me: Exploring
attribution differences and impact in family and nonfamily firms”
(with McKelvie, A. and Moss, T.), Family Business Review, 30(3),
2017, 284-308.

Wei Yu ’18, Ph.D. student in entrepreneurship, “Impulsivity and
entrepreneurial action” (with Wiklund, J. and Patzelt, H.), accepted
in the Academy of Management Perspectives.

Selected Conferences and Presentations
Hooman Abootorabi, Ph.D. student in entrepreneurship,
presented two papers at the Strategic Management Society
Conference in Houston, Texas:

politics local?’” accepted for publication in the 2017 Academy
of Management best paper proceedings (with Brandes, P. and
Dharwadkar, R.).

“The impact of founders’ social network and its evolution on
entrepreneurial innovation”

David Lucas, visiting Ph.D. student, presented a paper entitled
“Public sponsorship and the adoption of new practices in the
homeless shelter industry” (with Minniti, M.) at the Southern
Economic Association meeting in Tampa, Florida, November 2017.

“The moderating impact of social context on relationship between
personal dispositions and new venture creation” (with Sedeh, A.
and Zhang, J.).
He also received a financial scholarship from the United States
Association for Small Business and Entrepreneurship (USASBE)
conference to attend the doctoral consortium Jan. 10-14.
Kiven Pierre ’17 Ph.D. was a recipient of the 2017 BCERC
Oregon State University Best Paper Award on the Topic of
Ethics in Entrepreneurship for “On the emergence of institutional
entrepreneurship to address climate change” (with Moss, T. and
Lumpkin, T.). He also had an article nominated for Best Paper
Submission at the Sustainability, Ethics, and Entrepreneurship
(SEE) Conference, “Towards better understanding how climate
change adaptation affects entrepreneurship” (with Moss, T. and
Lumpkin, T.).
Greg (Gokce) Serdar ’17 Ph.D. in management, had a paper,
“Firm ownership and corporate social responsibility: ‘Are all

Kris Herman, Ph.D. student in finance, had a paper, “Separable
covariance matrices and kronecker approximation,” accepted in
International Conference on Computational Science (ICCS2017),
Zürich, Switzerland, June 12-14, 2017 (with Velu, R.).
Several Ph.D. students in entrepreneurship presented at the
Great Lakes Entrepreneurship Network (GLEN) meeting
May 18-20, 2017:
Wei Yu – “ADHD symptoms, entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and
firm performance”
Almantas Palubinskas – “Distorting the nature of innovation”
James Bort – “Growing firms, happy employees? The influence of
new venture growth on employee well-being”
David Lucas (visiting from George Mason) - “The diffusion of social
innovation: Homeless services in the United States, 2007-2016”

Ph.D. Alumni Update
Satish Nambisan ’97 Ph.D. has joined the Weatherhead School
of Management at Case Western Reserve University as the Nancy
and Joseph Keithley Professor of Technology Management.
Professor Nambisan will be part of the new Design & Innovation
Department at Weatherhead. He formerly served on the faculty of
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Several Ph.D. Alumni have recent publications in top journals:
Maria Goranova ’07 Ph.D. (University of Madison-Milwaukee),
has two coauthored papers in the Strategic Management

Journal. One is titled “Is there a ‘dark side’ to monitoring? Board
and shareholder monitoring effects on M&A performance
extremeness,” and the other “Corporate governance antecedents
to shareholder activism: A zero-inflated process.”
Rob Nason ’14 Ph.D. (Concordia University), and David Gras
’13 Ph.D. (University of Tennessee), have a paper, “A behavioral
theory of social performance: social identity and stakeholder
expectations,” forthcoming in Academy of Management Review.
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Distinguished Speakers

Research Speakers and Visitors
Ian Dew-Becker, Northwestern University,
presented a finance seminar, “What is the
cost of hedging macroeconomic and financial
uncertainty? Evidence from 19 option
market,” Sept. 7, 2017.

Kathleen Li, University of Pennsylvania,
presented a marketing seminar, “Statistical
inference for average treatment effects
estimated by synthetic control methods,”
Sept. 15, 2017.

Andrew Davis, Cornell University,
presented a Behavioral Brown Bag
seminar, “An investigation of the impact of
multidimensional bargaining and the location
of inventory risk on the performance of a twostage supply chain,” Oct. 13, 2017.

Tong (Joy) Lu, University of Pennsylvania,
presented a marketing seminar, “Binge
consumption of online content: A boundedly
rational model of goal progress and
knowledge accumulation,” Sept. 25, 2017.

Nathan C. Goldman, University of Texas
at Dallas, presented an accounting seminar,
“Do financing constraints lead to incremental
tax planning? Evidence from the Pension
Protection Act of 2006,” Dec. 9, 2017.
Tong Guo, University of Michigan, presented
a marketing seminar, “The effect of
information disclosure on industry payments
to physicians,” Oct. 2, 2017.
Suho Han, University of Texas at Austin,
presented an entrepreneurship seminar,
“Behind the pearly gates: Angel investor
networks and coordination during
disequilibrium,” Oct. 16, 2017.
Magnus Henrekson, the Research Institute
of Industrial Economics in Stockholm,
Sweden, presented an entrepreneurship
seminar, “Schumpeterian entrepreneurship
in Europe compared to other industrialized
regions,” Nov. 8, 2017.
Sok-Hyon Kang, George Washington
University, presented an accounting seminar,
“On the relationship between accruals
and cash flows: Earnings as a confounding
variable,” Nov. 3, 2017.
Teemu Kautonen, Alato University in
Finland, presented an entrepreneurship
seminar, “Trust based banking and SMEs'
access to credit,” Oct. 18, 2017.
Minjung Kwon, New York University,
presented a marketing seminar, “Countercyclical price promotion: Capturing seasonal
category expansion under endogenous
consumption,” Sept. 22, 2017.
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Gautam Ahuja, Cornell
University, presented a
management seminar
Nov. 9, 2017.

Brian P. Miller, Indiana University, presented
an accounting seminar, “The role of effective
control systems on corporate innovation,”
Oct. 6, 2017.
Andrea Moro, University of Leicester
in the United Kingdom, presented an
entrepreneurship seminar, “Trust-based banking
and SMEs' access to credit,” Oct. 19, 2017.
Xuhui Pan, Tulane University, presented
a finance seminar, “What drives the trend
and behavior in aggregate (idiosyncratic)
variance? Follow the bid-ask bounce,”
Oct. 19, 2017.
Rafael Ribas, University of Amsterdam,
presented a finance seminar, “Prostitution and
house prices: Evidence from downsizing red
light districts in the netherlands,” Oct. 18, 2017.

Gilles Hilary, Georgetown
University, presented an
accounting seminar, "Limited
attention and saliency: Executive
value and social media activity,”
April 21, 2017.

Darren T. Roulstone, Ohio State University,
presented an accounting seminar, “Are
investors influenced by the order of
information in earnings press releases?”
April 28, 2017.
Ram Venkataraman, University of Texas at
Arlington, presented an accounting seminar,
“Analyst coverage and stock price crash risk,”
Nov. 17, 2017.
Yulong Wang, from the Maxwell School
at Syracuse University, presented a finance
seminar, “Fix-k asymptotically unbiased
estimation of tail properties with complete,
censored, or truncated data,” Oct. 5, 2017.
Tyler Wry, University of Pennsylvania,
presented an entrepreneurship seminar,
“Getting in the set: The counter-intuitive
effects of socially responsible investment in
global microfinance,” Mar. 8, 2017.

Jill Perry-Smith, Emory
University, presented a
management seminar, “The
paradox of family structure and
plans after work: Why single
childless employees may be the
least absorbed at work,”
Sept. 15, 2017. She also held a
group meeting to discuss and
offer tips on what it takes to
publish in top journals, particularly
based on her experience as
associate editor at the Academy
of Management Journal.

Research Centers and Institutes
By initiating and supporting events and activities, Whitman’s research centers immeasurably impact
the school’s reputation, visibility and leadership position across numerous disciplines and industries.
Such support includes the organization and underwriting of research conferences and workshops,
sponsorship of faculty and doctoral students’ summer research projects, funding of software purchases
and access to research databases, and initiation of student activities to promote industry knowledge.
The Earl V. Snyder Innovation Management Center supports faculty and student research on a variety of cross-disciplinary topics
related to corporate innovation. Snyder-funded research projects have been published in premier business journals. The Center awards
student grants for gaining international experiences focused on global innovation management, and helps students gain access to reallife customer panels to conduct research and market analytics. The Center has invited and supported visiting scholars for collaborative
research and teaching. The Snyder Center also co-sponsors conferences and initiates speaker series.
The H.H. Franklin Center for Supply Chain Management has supported faculty, doctoral and master’s students’ travel for
conferences, database subscriptions for research and computing equipment for research. The Center sponsored the M.S. in supply
chain management students’ participation in case competitions. A corporate partnership with Staples supports doctoral students and
faculty in their efforts to help develop new research streams.
The Kiebach Center for International Business Studies, through its Africa Business Program, sponsored and hosted the 8th Africa
Business and Entrepreneurship Conference in May 2017. The conference was organized by the center director, Peter Koveos, Kiebach
Chair in International Business and professor of finance. The Kiebach Center continued publishing the Journal of Developmental
Entrepreneurship. In addition, the Center delivered its ExportNY Program, the International Business Institute for CNY Executives.
The program is in its 20th year. During 2017, the program trained managers from local companies to become more competitive in the
international marketplace. Through the program, about 50 Whitman students also had an opportunity to work with these companies
and learn some of the intricacies of international business.
The Robert H. Brethen Operations Management Institute fosters the development and dissemination of new knowledge in the
field of operations and supply chain management. Through its APICS certification initiative, the Institute continued to deliver formal
training for students interested in pursuing APICS certification. Through its experiential learning initiatives, the Institute organizes and
sponsors tours of manufacturing facilities in Central New York. In 2017, it also supported the summer research projects of numerous
Whitman faculty.
The George E. Bennett Center for Tax Research continued throughout 2017 its commitment to funding research activities related to
tax issues, including access to research data sets and summer research support for faculty and doctoral students.
The Michael J. Falcone Center for Entrepreneurship is the outreach arm of our Entrepreneurship and Emerging Enterprises
department, the mission of the Falcone Center is to facilitate the entrepreneurial activity on campus and the local and regional
communities. Centered on the mindset of Dream > Believe > Pursue, the Falcone Center aims to help develop the entrepreneur
within, providing the resources and support for creating new ventures, new products and new methods through a variety of innovative
programs and initiatives.
The James D. Kuhn Real Estate Center, in its aim to integrate finance and real estate in teaching and research, has funded access to
relevant data sets, hosted visiting real estate national scholars to present their perspectives on real estate research and organized a
panel bringing together practitioners and academics to discuss trends in real estate.
The Institute for an Entrepreneurial Society was founded in 2016 with the mission to produce high-quality evidence based research
on the political economy of entrepreneurship, educate future thought leaders in the field, and engage the academic community
in explorations of the entrepreneurial society. IES scholars examine the institutions that foster societal well-being and promote
productive entrepreneurship.
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Whitman Research Online

Syracuse University’s Martin J. Whitman School of
Management hosts a website featuring faculty research
in a variety of business topics. The site is a repository
where users can access research briefs and full papers
from Whitman School faculty. The site includes research
in accounting, finance, entrepreneurship, information
systems, management, managerial statistics, marketing and
supply chain management.

“Whitman School faculty are contributing to the body
of knowledge in their respective fields of expertise,” said
Michel Benaroch, associate dean for research and Ph.D.
programs for the Whitman School. “This website is intended
to allow others to benefit from their knowledge by making
their research accessible to researchers, students, alums
and employers who are interested in learning more about
business and management.”

Whitman Research is available at research.whitman.syr.edu.
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